Visit North Carolina
Guidelines for Inclusion on VisitNC.com
This document contains guidelines for the inclusion of attractions, lodgings,
restaurants, shops and other tourism-related businesses & events on VisitNC.com. The
listings on VisitNC.com exist to serve potential visitors to North Carolina by
connecting them with the best possible collection of information on possible items of
interest.
To achieve this goal and to ensure efficiency, we maintain a network of contacts in all
100 NC counties, each tasked with entering and maintaining listings for their county.
It is the express responsibility of the property owner or manager to provide their
county contact with complete and accurate information of their attraction or
accommodation, and to keep this information updated. The following are minimum
requirements for all potential listings before submitting them:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All entities must be a legally operating and tax-paying (if applicable) business
or event.
All listings must be physically located within the borders of the state of North
Carolina and have a North Carolina physical address.
Listings must be reasonably clean and meet NC Department of Health
guidelines, if applicable.
No listing will be approved which promotes nudity, drunkenness, lewd or
illegal behavior or activities.
Businesses, websites and organizations representing third parties are not
eligible for inclusion.
Membership into any organization or association is not required.
Visit North Carolina reserves the right to exclude or retain any listing it sees fit
and to determine what will be included in the description.
Visit North Carolina also reserves the right to change and update these
guidelines as needed.

In addition to the above, we offer detailed instructions for what to do (and not to do)
when uploading to the database. Questions are always welcome, and our team is
happy to assist however we can. Thank you for being part of the Visit North Carolina
database and helping inspire and attract visitors to our great state.
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Kathy Prickett
Tourism Specialist
919-447-7769
kathy.prickett@visitnc.com

General Guidelines
Listings on VisitNC.com
overarching mission
to inspire travelers, primarily from out-of-state, to plan visits and travel to NC.
As such, only items of regional or wider interest, as opposed to local-only
interest, will be considered for approval. Generally, this means that the
business or event listed inspires visitors to plan a trip from 50 miles away or
further. VisitNC.com is focused on places and events that reflect the best of
the area.
Before entering information into the Visit NC database, Visit NC asks local
contacts to consider the following questions. Answering negatively to one or
more of the below will not necessarily exclude an entry. Rather, these
questions outline what makes a good (and strong performing) listing on our
site:

easily find elsewhere on the internet?
2) What would make a potential visitor take a trip (usually of one hour
or more) just for this place or event?
3) Is this something that can be found only in NC? If not, what is the
signature appeal or influence to make it special?
4) Would this listing be part of a trip that creates a desire for a return
visit?
5) What is the unique back story for this listing?
Using these questions as a guide helps position the listings on VisitNC.com as
Google or other search functions on the web. Anyone can tell someone where
a place is or when an event will take place; we want our site to tell people why
For
(first flight, first gold strike, etc.) or first-time life experiences (first time
seeing the ocean, first time tasting moonshine, first time encountering a
waterfall, etc.).
We understand that chambers, CVBs, TDAs and others feel a duty to their
members, partners or constituents; however, where VisitNC.com is concerned,
please consider that our primary duty is to a potential visitor. By having the
best your area has to offer represented on VisitNC.com, if you can inspire a
potential visitor to make a trip, many of your partners will likely benefit!

There are a few other considerations that apply to all types of listings:
Style & Quality: You should try to include as much relevant information as
possible about the property or event when creating the listing. However, that
does not mean repeating information in the description that can be readily
found in other parts of the listing.
title of the event, contact information such as website and phone number(s),
location information, or date(s) in the description, because there are other
fields for this information. The description should ideally tell a story about the
place or event what is the compelling reason for someone to visit? Why
would you recommend this place or event to a friend or family member? The
more specific, appealing information made available to a visitor, the more
likely they are to plan a trip. This also means little details that only locals
know: is there a long walk from the parking lot to the attraction? Is there an
off-menu dish or special that a visitor might not otherwise expect? Are
permits required for camping or other activities? Preparing the visitor in this
way helps them to feel welcome and a sense that someone is looking out for
them.
Please try to fill in the specific contact, social media and website fields
when available. Note that this information must be in proper format, so phone
numbers should include area codes, websites and social pages should be fully
spelled out (https://www.facebook.com/yourentityhereforexample), and so
forth. Our system will check to make sure a link works, but it is the
responsibility of the person entering information to ensure links are up-todate and working. Finally, in order to preserve a consistent look and tone for
the database, please refrain from using all uppercase letters (which is
field for a listing.
Categories: There is a Primary and Secondary category for a listing. Please
select the most appropriate category/ies, then use the Classify tab to specify
the type. A site that may have multiple categories onsite and shares the same
address gets one listing, not one for each category. For instance, if a hotel
also has an onsite golf course, it would all be in one listing: Lodging and
Activity: Golf.
Also,
individual listing, but should still be included for visitor info (such as wineries
with a handful of cabins, attractions with on-site restaurant, etc.) should be
included in the description for the primary listing.
Photos: Up to 10 photos can be submitted per listing. All photos must be of
the property or event in question; stock photography is expressly not
permitted and will be deleted. No images with overlay text, logos, fliers or
promos will be accepted. Images should be a minimum of 1,000 x 1,000 pixels,

72 dpi. Shots can be horizontal, vertical, or square, as long as they meet the
minimum size requirement.
accommodate a range of aspect ratios by cropping to eliminate empty space.
The most important thing is to keep the point of interest in the photo
somewhat centered. By submitting a photo for use on VisitNC.com you are
certifying that you have the rights to use that image. Any issues with
copyright or image usage are the responsibility of the submitting partner to
resolve; Visit North Carolina will not be liable for any issues arising from image
rights.
Website Links: All website links, including social media links, must be to the
specific property/event in question; listings on a local website (CVB, TDA,
own listings (see the section below on Resources for more). Additionally, links
must be as specific as possible, and refer to the location in question, rather
than a larger organization.
ite, please do not
include the host (whoever
st to
have a website. For example, listing www.carolinaballet.com for a
performance of The Nutcracker would not be acceptable. We would accept
www.carolinaballet.com/shows/the-nutcracker.

Attractions/Activities
Attractions and Activities form the core of the listings on VisitNC.com;
traditionally, more than two-thirds of the most-viewed listings on our site are
attractions, which is why we put such an emphasis on having the best possible
information for each one. These are the things to see, do and experience that
visitors often use as the basis for an entire trip. As such, any Attraction or
Activity listing should reflect an interest that would inspire people from
outside the local area (50 miles or more) to plan a trip. These listings
represent the best of our state, and embody a welcoming spirit and wide
appeal that will lead to visitors coming back for repeat visits.
As an example, a large, regionally-known furniture store that showcases North
custom designs, signature
styles, antiques, or things of that nature would be a great listing. A chain
mattress store would not qualify, as such places can be found anywhere and
would not inspire a visitor to make a trip on their own. Also, having regular
visitor and would be more useful in travel planning, so a listing with the latter
will not be accepted.
Regarding the difference between the two: Attractions are fixed locations
with inherent interest to visitors. For example, historic homes, museums, and
state & national parks would all be listed as Attractions. Activities may not
have a fixed location, and represent things to do that involve the visitor in
some way. For example, whitewater rafting, horseback rides, and film location
walking tours would be listed as Activities. When in doubt, use the available
classifications as a guide, or feel free to contact us!
We have included examples below (after the Lodging section) of one
excellent Attraction listing, and one that would fail to meet our standards, so
you can see the differences in approach. These examples would also apply for
the Food & Drink and Lodging classifications, as those listing types

Food & Drink
This classification combines the previously established Dining listings with
several categories previously contained under Attractions. This new category
includes restaurants, breweries, wineries, distilleries,
-basically, any establishment that makes or serves any sort of food and/or
drink would be included.

food & drink listings that are the
: places that
can be found only in your area and add to the unique experience found there,
with strong descriptions to support. Such places might have a notable
reputation for unique dishes, farm-to-table, great chef, have been bringing
folks there for decades, or something along those lines.
Two notes: First, chain eateries with more than 10 locations are not accepted.
This is to ensure that the database reflects more local flavor and NC-specific
food & drink. We found that the 1,500 chain dining listings previously in our
database were only driving 0.45% total listing page views. Including things
that are more easily and readily found in a Google search (such as the nearest
national hamburger chain) clutters up our site and keeps visitors from getting
to information about unique places that would inspire visitation. This is an
trying to own what Google (or Yelp or any other website) already does own.
Our goal is to focus on the places that will inspire travel or be part of a
memorable visit.
Second, we ask that you please try to be as specific as possible when
selecting classifications. Ideally, each Restaurant will have only 1-2
classifications for Type of Restaurant and 1-2 Cuisines selected. Please resist
the urge to try and represent the entire menu for example, if a pizzeria also
has sandwiches, but is primarily know
classifications. Likewise, an Italian restaurant that has a couple of Seafood
. Classifications exist to
express the primary theme of the listing, not every possible appeal, in order to
inspire and draw the most visitors.

Lodging
Lodging refers to any place an overnight visitor might stay one or more nights.
This includes hotels, motels, campgrounds, bed & breakfasts, etc. We also
encourage listing the vacation rental companies that offer multiple (10 or more)
properties for rent. However, rentals by individual owners are not eligible for
listing. VisitNC.com data showed that By Owner rental listings drove very little
traffic, as visitors are already going to AirBnB, VRBO, or local DMO listings to
find these accommodations. Additionally, any Lodging must offer daily or weekly
rates to be eligible for our website. Short-term apartments or any other Lodging
with a minimum 30-day stay or that operates on a monthly/yearly basis are not
eligible. Where individual vacation rentals by owner are a significant part of a
the option to have a single listing that links to
the local DMO website and their respective rental listings. Please inquire with the
database team about creating and maintaining such a listing.

would a hotel inspire an actual trip on its own), please remember to list only
those properties that you would want a potential visitor to stay, and where you
believe they would leave with a positive impression for your area. A property
extremely low online ra
listed on VisitNC.com.

An example of a strong listing:

An example of a listing with several errors in need of attention:

Events
Events represent any occurrence or gathering that might attract visitors to an
area for a specific period of time. This includes, but is not limited to, festivals,
concerts, art shows, holiday events, expos & hobby shows, historical events,
and many more classifications. All events must list specific dates and have
contact information included. An exhibition that lasts more than six weeks (or
two months) is not considered an Event, but should be included in the
description of the Attraction listing. Instead of simply mentioning the name of
two, as this adds to the existing description why a visitor would want to make
a dedicated trip just to visit that attraction.
Only events which reasonably expect to draw at least 25% of their audience
from 50+ miles away are considered for inclusion. Thus, events such as
as fundraisers, etc., are not suitable for this website as they tend to primarily
draw a local audience. Meetings, conferences, seminars, classes, and
workshops also are not included as attendees are there primarily for business.
Special/themed retail sales are not considered Events. Hotel packages are not
considered Events; while a hotel package may offer a special or themed
activity, it would only be available to a staying guest.
When you are selecting classifications for events, please remember to be as
which might
apply. For instance, just because a Festival
An Air Show which includes music does
not also need to be listed under Concerts. As with the Food & Drink
classifications, we rely on you to input the most appropriate information for
your listings. This ensures when a visitor is searching VisitNC.com, the search
returns are the most accurate ones, not listings that may dilute the return.
Regarding dates and times, all Events must have a start time selected. End
times are more flexible. Please strive for accuracy and thoroughness in details
to ensure the best possible quality of listings on VisitNC.com. We want
potential visitors to be able to accurately plan their trips around these events,
so arming them with as much correct information as possible is key.
The Date tab also allows you to include multiple date instances, which is a key
function for recurring events like Speedway race schedules, multi-day festivals
with different start and end times, theater company seasons, seasonal music
series, etc. These should be listed with individual date instances rather than a
large, non-specific date range selection. A good rule of thumb is that each
date range value should not extend beyond 7 consecutive days.

We ask that you enter Events in this fashion because by entering multiple
separate listings, you are increasing the amount of information that you need
to submit,
and the individual
performances/start times/admission/etc. broken out within the Date tab's
"Notes" field is a much more efficient listing. Having these events as separate
VisitNC.com; rather it makes the events more fragmented & less relevant, and
increases the chances the events are lost among the many other event listings
on the site. You will save serious time if you collapse these types of listings in
a single listing with a better description of the overall series. Also, for Inactive
is
live for each instance. One listing with multiple dates is much easier to
maintain and generally of better quality than 50 smaller, lesser quality ones.
It is important to remember that events can be entered as soon as dates are
determined. Many visitors plan trips months in advance, so hearing about an
event just days or weeks before it occurs may not give enough lead to make
arrangements. These listings are also used by our Public Relations and
International teams, and both groups need as much lead time as possible to
serve their audiences.
Approvals:
Submissions are processed as quickly as possible and in the order in which
they are received. Please allow 5 business days for review and approval of any
event. Submissions or updates within 5 business days may be possible, but we
ask that you contact us directly before making such a change so that we can
expedite approval. Remember that the customer for this website is a potential
visitor to North Carolina and to your county, so our efforts are always
designed to serve that customer as best we can. Please remember that
adding an Event close to when the event is actually happening (within a few

We have included examples below of one excellent Event listing, and one that
would fail to meet our standards, so you can see the differences in approach.

An example of a properly formatted Event listing:

An example of an Event listing with several errors in need of attention:

Visitor Information
This category encompasses all North Carolina destination marketing
organizations. The Visitor Information listing should be viewed as the entity to
contact for area visitor information to assist a potential visitor in planning a
trip. Designated county contacts are responsible for maintaining their own
listings with up-to-date contact information.

